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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

Answer all parts of a question at a place. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) What are the structural domain resources?  
 b) How machine learning is used in bioinformatics?  
 c) List out the major steps used in PHMM generation.  
 d) How Bayesian networks used in modeling for bioinformatics?  
 e) What are the important problems in DNA and protein sequence analysis?  
 f) Give the unique function of promoters.  
 g) What is entropy? Give the formula.  
 h) What are various approaches of suffix tree?  
 i) What is a pseudo code algorithm? Write an algorithm for Fibonacci Number 

generation.  
 j) List the various types of rearrangements that can be done within a 

chromosome.  
    

Q2 a) Explain Different algorithm design Principles with suitable example. (5) 
 b) Differentiate between tractable problems and intractable problems with 

example. (5) 
    

Q3  Explain in detail about Protein data analysis. (10) 
    

Q4 a) Explain two dimensional portrait representations of DNA sequences. (5) 
 b) Discuss different approaches of motif detection with a sample pattern. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Explain different DNA walk models in detail. (5) 
 b) Discuss different statistical approaches for gene prediction with examples. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Devise an efficient algorithm for finding longest increasing and Decreasing 
subsequences in a permutation of integers. 

(5) 

 b) Write down the divide & conquer approach to merge sorting. (5) 
    

Q7 a) Differentiate between Scoring Alignment and Sequencing Alignment. (5) 
 b) Give an account of Sequencing by Hybridization (SBH) as a 

Hamiltonian Path Problem. Explain through example. (5) 
    

Q8  Write Notes on any Two of the following : (5 x 2) 
 a) Suffix Trees  
 b) BLAST  
 c) Spectrum Graphs  
 d) Multiple Alignment  
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